
Fulton paper company live with Warehouse Mobility two weeks before scheduled go live

Fulton Paper Company, a multi−branch distributor based in the southeastern USA, went live
with ComActivity Warehouse Mobility against Lawson M3 ERP on the 19th of May, two weeks
before the planned go live on June 2nd. "This solution works so well so I see no reason to
wait" says William Dale, project manager at Fulton Paper.

ComActivity Warehouse Mobility is a PDA solution that interacts on−line with Lawson M3 application
for warehousing operations like Purchase order receiving, Location movement and Pick reporting. It
is streamlined according to Fulton Paper's requirements and their way of using M3, and adds
capabilities that simplifies the operators work as well as circumvents ERP short−comings.

The project started early April with specifications on the wanted seven flows for Purchase order
Receive and Put−away, Distribution order Receive and Put−away, Item location movement, Truck
pick and load reporting and Truck pick and load reporting with item checking. All applications were
designed to mainly use scanning as input, and only use the numeric keyboard when no information
can be scanned, like for reported quantities. Step by step the flows were built, tested, enhanced and
verified one by one until all warehouse operations could be managed only in PDA�s. In mid may
then the decision was made to go live earlier than planned at the Jacksonville Warehouse.

"It is a great solution. I am very happy with it." says William Dale and continues "This is the best
solution for mobile warehousing I have seen to date".

Fulton Paper Company is a multi−branch distributor based in the southeastern United States with
capabilities to service local, regional and national accounts. Our suppliers include some of the most
recognized names in industrial packaging supplies and equipment, food service packaging, sanitary
maintenance and janitorial supplies. This diversity of products enables us to service virtually all
market segments. Our focus is to provide value−added−services that enable customers to increase
bottom line.
http://www.fultonpaper.com

For additional information please contact
Rikard KH Trozell, ComActivity, rikard.kh.trozell@comactivity.net

Phone: +46 733 55 65 70
Mail: rikard.kh.trozell@comactivity.net

Facts about ComActivity AB
ComActivity offers business software solutions for the new technological era. Usability, visual
processes and unparalleled flexibility resulting in greater efficiency. Standard applications are
offered to industries in the manufacturing, distribution and maintenance. ComActivity provides
improvements to business processes step by step instead of having a "big bang". Less risk, rapid
return on investment and the right functionality has convinced more than 100 medium to large
companies to benefit from ComActivitys �lean software solutions�. Many of the customers work
with business systems M3/Movex, ASW, and PRMS. ComActivity was funded by leading
Scandinavian venture capitalists. Our team includes some of the most successful and experienced
business systems experts. We are a global company with partners in 15 countries in Europe,
America, Asia and Australia. www.comactivity.net
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